The Pride of Oklahoma

When the O.U. band made its 1962 Homecoming appearance, Director Leonard Haug was fielding his 144th halftime show, his final show in 25 years of directing memorable marching performances.

The State of the University

Each fall President G. L. Cross reports to the combined civic clubs of Norman on the University's enrolment, fiscal situation, building plans, academic programs and progress in research.

A Short History of Education

Noted humorist Richard Armour makes a tongue-in-cheek survey of education through the ages in this article written especially for American college alumni magazines.

Sutton Painting Goes on Sale

Since bird artist George Sutton consistently refuses offers for his paintings, few can be found in private collections. But he is offering his best in recent years to the memorial for a friend, Dr. Harriet Harvey.
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These Australian black swans are part of the mixed-up population of Dr. W. B. Lemmon's farm. Most of his animals are involved in his psychological research, and by now most of them think they are people. See Dr. Lemmon Has a Farm on page 11.
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